
 

It has been a while since you started your journey on the way of the teakwon. You trained 

hard; physically as well as mentally, and now it became the day to decide! Who will you 

become? Will you continue your journey as a Gladiator of the Stars, or will you connect to 

your ancestors, and advance as a Soul Linker? Or even neither of them? You heard of an oracle 

in an observatory in the city of Juno; that is eager to show you who you really are! At least 

that is what people say … Are you prepared for the test? Do you know your stars?  

 

You knocked at an old, creaky door and opened it. Risking a glance, you see a dark room, filled 

with books and notes, quite untidy, but it has an atmosphere, and in there stands a woman – 

with a Deviling on top and weird hipster glasses. She steers at you. 

Rigel: Exactly on time!! As the stars predicted! This particular constellation of Virgo, Aquarius 

and Taurus‘ Ain only happens once in a lifetime! You are here to ask me some questions? The 

Deviling on her head hops twice. Ah! I am Rigel by the way! The left leg of Orion! A twinkle to 

meet ya! 

A Test of the 

Stars 



You look at her. A bit confused. That girl talks a lot. And you wonder why there is a Deviling 

on her head. 

You: Erm … I need to know who … 

Rigel: Absolutely! Yes Yes Yes! Please sit down here, just on the rug. Grounded while 

investigating the celestial bodies! That is the way to go. So let’s star(t) right away! First of all, 

a simple but sparkling question: What is your zodiac sign? Is it an animal or more humane?   

You blink at her in confusion. Was it a good idea to come here? The Deviling on Rigel’s head 

hops again. It glares at you with its yellow eyes.  

Rigel: Well well, now as the basic celestial type has been determined, we have to look at the 

details! Absolutely! I am so excited! So please tell me dear child; Are you a dreamer of the 

past, or of the future?  

You are a bit worried that this will not turn out as you’d like. Rigel is running through the room, 

from bookshelf to desk and back again. She draws lines into some weird sketch of circles and 

stars, it looks science …  

Rigel turns, and now they both look at you with a fierce expression!  

animal signs (Aries, Taurus, Cancer, Leo, Scorpio, Capricorn or Pisces) 

Rigel: Ahh! As I thought – you immediately had this *animalistic* touch to you; all on the 

feels, all on the feels! (Rigel writes a big A on a sheet of paper.) 

humane signs (Gemini, Virgo, Libra, Sagittarius or Acquarius) 

Rigel: Uhh! How exquisite! I see the thoughtful soul inside you! Yes Yes, now you 

mention it! I am sure your future already has been decided.  (Rigel writes a big H on a 

sheet of paper.) 

(Please write along with Rigel! So we can see at the end who you really are!) 

dreamer of the past 

Rigel: Looking into the past to guide the present! What a profound approach, of course! 

Together with your star sign it results in a shining constellation! (Rigel writes a big p on 

her sheet of paper) 

dreamer of the future 

Rigel: Looking into the future to see what comes next! How else could we guide our 

present, if not led by our ambitions and wishes! How lovely, yes yes, of course! (Rigel 

writes a big f on her sheet of paper) 

not dreaming! all for the present! 

Rigel: Oh hmm … okay /swt. (go to page 6) 



Rigel: IMPORTANT! The Deviling hops excitedly. We are on the verge of looking into your inner 

soul life! Just a moment!! YAWWWW! Rigel waves with her arms. Now! Tell me, what numbers 

do you prefer!?  

Contently you smile after your answer. Although you find it all very weird, you sit contently 

on the rug where Rigel placed you and wait for her judgment. She seems utterly excited and 

continues to draw lines and write mathematical symbols into the sketch.  

Suddenly she turns again. She has a serious expression on her face and the Deviling grins at 

you.  

Rigel: It is time for the final question! Although almost all your fate seems to be determined 

already, this will give the last bit of information I need to give my final and definite judgment! 

Please answer honestly: Do you prefer killing Angelings or Devilings?   

You still sit there, now confused. You are a bit scared about what may happen next. 

Rigel: It’s time for my calculations to show your future. It was a pleasure to work with you! 

Right? The Deviling hops for the last time and suddenly you get surprised by a flash of 

sparkling starlight. It seemed as if the Deviling and Rigel used some mighty spell on you, to 

show you the judgment. Are you ready to decipher it?  

 

even numbers (2,4,6, …) 

Rigel: Owww! What a blast! My heart warms with this answer. You must be full of 

energy, don’t you? All that bright joy comes with it … (Rigel writes down a huge S on her 

sheet of paper) 

odd numbers (1,3,5, …) 

Rigel: Mysterious! I’m getting a cold shiver with this answer. You must be on the darker 

side, don’t you? All this creativity that comes along … (Rigel writes down a huge M on her 

sheet of paper) 

only the five (5 and all the fifth!) 

Rigel: Wh-…. What!? No! That cannot be true!! Rigel looks at her weird drawing. After 

the Devilings wings fluttered, Rigel writes down a huge ∑ on her sheet of paper.  

A-… Angeling?  

Rigel: As I thought. What a devoured soul.  (Rigel writes a big Ψ on her sheet of paper.) 

D-… Deviling! 

Rigel: I knew it. What an honest soul. (Rigel writes a big Ω on her sheet of paper.) 

I only kill Porings! 

Rigel: no… now the fun is over! (go to page 6). 



The Results 

(Check your combination of symbols on Rigel’s sheet of paper!) 

Star Gladiator  

(AfS Ω, AfS Ψ, AfMΩ, AfMΨ, ApS Ω, HfMΩ, Ap∑Ψ, Hf∑Ψ) 

You will become a star gladiator! More details respectively (from more prototypical to uncommon): 

A: Your animal sign provides you with a strong emotional basis and will guide you in physical 

fighting. 

f: You don’t need to dwell in the past! Your will is strong and you dream of a better (or darker) 

future! You don’t care about your ancestors. 

S: The sun is on your side! You are strongest on even days. You are usually quite energetic and you 

have enhanced physical powers.  

M: The moon is guiding you! You are strongest on uneven days. You are usually quite creative and 

you have enhanced magical powers.  

∑: That is quite rare, but you are guided by the stars, not the sun or moon. You wether have 

enhanced physical nor magical powers, but plenty of added luck! That also resulted in not falling into 

the „Uncelestial“ category, because the rest of your signs make no real sense. High Luk build adviced.  

H: A rare case indeed! It is hard for human zodiacs to become a star gladiator, but you did it! You 

must be incredibly smart and have high mental strength. Meditating is your thing! Probably your 

enemies burn already without the need to do anything.  

p: Huh? You have an animal sign but also like to look into the past? That makes you a thoughtful Soul 

Gladiator, that got helped out by their ancestors to not fall into the feared „Uncelestial“ category. Or 

you received the blessing of an (unkilled) Angeling.  

Ω: You are good-hearted and you want to protect your friends at all cost! This gives you some 

supportive elements, although you are a fighter at heart. You dare to face evil! 

Ψ: You are a bit evil or scared of the dark. This gives you some special energy and may help you in 

fighting everything good in this world. Every skill that destroys something is your thing.  

 

Soul Linker 
(HpS Ω, HpS Ψ, HpMΩ, HpMΨ, HfMΨ, ApSΨ, Ap∑ Ω, Hf∑ Ω) 

You will become a soul linker! More details respectively (from more prototypical to uncommon):  

H: Your human zodiac provides you with some mental strength and smartness. This is usually a good 

start to become a great soul linker! 

p: You are aware of your ancestors and care about them! Your dreams of the past help you to 

strongly connect with them and use their powers. You are a perfect linking Soul Linker! 

M: The moon is guiding you! You are strongest on uneven days. You are usually quite creative and 

you have enhanced magical powers. Respectively to the rest of the constellation, this may lead to 

becoming a perfect supportive soul linker or a mighty user of Esma. 

S: The sun is on your side! You are strongest on even days. You are usually quite energetic and you 

have enhanced physical powers. This might lead to becoming a melee Soul Linker.  

∑: That is quite rare, but you are guided by the stars, not the sun or moon. You wether have 

enhanced physical nor magical powers, but plenty of added luck! That also resulted in not falling into 

the „Uncelestial“ category, because the rest of your signs make no real sense.  



A: A rare case indeed! It is hard for animal zodiacs to become a soul linker, but you did it! You are 

often guided by your emotions and feelings, but together with a good sense of the past and some 

help of the lucky stars you did it! That is extraordinary! You need to use your power to become either 

a strong melee Linker or a powerful caster! You of course have the craziest Eswoo, Eske or Eska tricks 

available.   

f: Huh? You have a human zodiac but also dream of the future? What an idealistic coincidence! You 

must’ve been blessed by the stars. Or you got turned upside down by the Deviling! 

Ω: You are good-hearted and you want to protect your friends at all cost! This makes you the perfect 

support soul linker! You want to stand by their side and fight against the evil in this world.  

Ψ: You are evil or scared of the dark. This gives you some special energy and may help you in fighting 

everything good in this world. Every skill that destroys something is your thing. You most likely will 

either be a cruel melee or are able to cast the most brutal and demonic esma.  

Uncelestial 
(ApMΩ, ApMΨ, HfSΩ, HfSΨ) 

To be honest, your celestial constellation makes no sense. They only show irregularity and 

misfortune. It is highly advised to change your job. Super Novice might be perfect.  

The only thing that was revealed:  

Ω: You want to fight the evil! Holy and supportive spells might be for you. You have a good heart.  

Ψ: You most likely have an evil side inside you. Dark and very destructive spells and jinxes might be 

for you. You also would kill Porings, right!? Or you were just in fear of the Deviling.  

The Shooting Star 
(Af∑ Ω or Af∑Ψ) 

What a miracle! You have a coherent constellation and the luck of the stars! Due to your 

emotionality, idealistic dreams of the future, and the stars on your side, you are blessed with the 

ability to let all your wishes come true! This is very rare and you should use your power for what you 

really want! I am glad that the world’s fortune is in your hands. It 100% works! Depending on your 

last decision, you will want good for the world and others (Ω) or prefer destruction and malice for 

Midgard (Ψ).  

The Oracle 
(Hp∑ Ω or Hp∑Ψ) 

What a rarity! You have a coherent constellation and the luck of the stars! Due to your smartness, 

dreams of the past and the stars on your side, you are blessed with the same gift as Rigel and will 

become the future Oracle. Hordes of people will consult you, only to hear your advice. I am glad that 

the prediction of the future is in your hands now! You will have the absolutely great opportunity to 

study the celestial bodies in the coming decade and know everything about the science of reading 

the stars! Depending on your last decision, you will team up with a holy and kind Angeling (Ω) or a 

demonic and ruthless Deviling (Ψ).  

 

Thank you alot for taking the test of the stars! 

 



(This last page is only for people that didn’t come through the whole test of the stars!)  

 

 

 

Failed!! Sadly your answer was not 

appreciated by Rigel! 

 

If you choose to give the answer: „not dreaming – all for the present“, then: 

The Deviling hopped on you and you fell asleep. You were haunted by an 

endless tirade of nightmares since there were no real dreams that could have 

protected you. You woke up in the village of Nifflheim, with a headache.  

 

 

If you choose to give the answer: „I only kill Porings!“, then: 

 Rigel cast Eswoo immediately on you (what surprisingly worked, and made 

you small – so you started to feel like a Poring). Right after that, she conjured 

the most demonic Esma and without further ado, you fainted right away. Later, 

you woke up in the holy church of Prontera. A priestess with the name Luthiel 

had a serious talk about the inhumane practice of killing Porings with you. You 

will never ever again even consider attacking one for the rest of your lifetime.  

 


